GUNSLINGER II G2 PACK UNITO
Part Number

GUNSLINGER G2/1
Color

DRY EARTH
Composition
100% POLIAMMIDICA

UNIQUE SIZE

WASH INSTRUCTIONS
Wash
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Bleaching

Ironing

Dry wash

Drying

GUNSLINGER II G2 PACK UNITO
MODEL DESCRIPTIONS
The G2 is the latest evolution of the original Gunslinger pack, and both are in wide use by elite military, police, and civilians all
over the world - snipers, marksmen, and regular folks who appreciate the overwhelming utility and versatility of this product. Its
a mid-sized pack with a full-width scabbard to better accommodate weapons with larger cross-sections or bulky optics; it will
carry any man-portable weapon. The wide scabbard also allows it to serve as an excellent laptop or military radio
compartment, and because its also wide at the bottom, users have the option of carrying weapons butt-down or butt-up. Like
the G4 Operator pack, it features both front loading and top loading features, giving exceptional versatility and flexibility of use.
The G2 comes standard with our Intex-II frame system. The Intex-II is an Eberlestock innovation; it out-performs both
traditional external frames and internal frames, and has the best qualities of both: the structure of an external frame without the
noise and with minimal weight, and the close-ride and comfort of an internal frame pack. The Intex-II adds a new level of
support and stability to the Gunslinger II, making it a compact and tough heavy-load capable pack. To customize the character
of your pack, the Intex II can be interchanged with either the AG2S Gossamer frame, or the AGIF Endo frame (sold
separately), or can simply be removed, which effectively reverts the pack back to the traditional G2 platform.
The G2 is a great platform to make the ultimate "go bag." It is relatively compact, yet capable of internally storing a sniper rifle
or an M-16/M-4/AR type weapon, water, ammo, and survival gear. Once in the field, the pack has good capacity, but has the
added benefit of being really easy to lash additional gear to, simply by cranking on an external load with its built-in
compression straps.
The top pocket assembly features a handy internal organizer, with several small pockets, pen holders, and a padded pocket
which serves equally well for AR mags or for a PDA.
See our M5 Team Elk hunting pack for a similar pack in soft-finish NT7 camouflage.
Actual weight = 7.6 lbs (with GSTC). Shipping Dimensional weight = 21 lbs [Note: actual pack weight includes GSTC Butt
Cover, @ 1 lb. Pack with cover removed = 6.65 lbs].
"Pack Volume: 2,100 c.i.
"Scabbard Volume: 600 c.i.
"Total Volume: 44 liters / 2,700 c.i.
"Weight: 6 lbs 10 oz
"Dimensions main bag: 22"h x 10"w x 8"d
"Scabbard Dimensions: 34"L x 10"W x 3"D, with a 26" circumference opening. GSTC cover allows enclosed carriage of
weapons up to 60".

Part Number

GUNSLINGER G2/1
NSN

8465150113244
Code MEPA

GUNSLINGER G2/1
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